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RIDS-Nepal can not survive without the generous contributions from individuals like you, so please believe in us and be a part of the change. You can Transfer a Donation into the RIDS-Nepal Account using the details provided in this page.





The RIDS-Nepal Databank allows a detailed performance assessment of several implemented village solar PV systems, a pico-hydro power plant and greenhouses within their environmental context.




Take a virtual tour of Humla. With this tool, you will be able to experience how remote, yet truly beautiful, this place is. You will be able to view 360°  panoramas of some of the main locations where RIDS-Nepal works in Humla. A local song and some video clips are also embedded. More panoramas and scenes will be added over time.
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													General Poll - Water

											

	Which is the most appropriate method to protect the local spring water source from becoming contaminated?opinion

					

				

			

		

	
														
																																												

													

									 			

																								
												
												
													
																																										
														
																												
														
															
					Clean drinking water				
					
					
				



	

To have access to clear and pure drinking water is a basic necessity. Springs provide pure water, but water is not usually taken directly from the spring, nor is the spring protected from pollution by humans and animals. People often take their daily drinking water from open sources like rivers and irrigation canals, but unfortunately people also use the rivers for other less hygienic practices. The dead, whether people or animals, are cremated beside rivers, and beside running water is a favorite place to defecate, because there is plenty of water nearby to clean oneself with. This means that most local people use unclean, and often thoroughly bacteria infested water as their daily drinking water.

		
RIDS-Nepal is not only very much aware of this terrible situation, but feels obliged to do something about it, as clean and pure drinking water is a fundamental right. Through the RIDS-Nepal Non Formal Education (NFE) Adult and Children literacy classes, RIDS-Nepal raises awareness of the need for clean drinking water.

	




 

 

 

In the monthly VDSC (village development support committees) in each village, issues with regard to the improvement and development of the village situation are discussed with the local people, and only after they have clearly understood and requested RIDS-Nepal to participate in the building of a village drinking water system, a project can be initiated.

 

 

In every village drinking water system project the local people and RIDS-Nepal share to equal parts the overall costs. Often RIDS-Nepal comes up for the planning; materials, like pipes and cement; it's transport by air; etc. The local community participates equally in their 50% through carrying the materials from the airport to their village (usually about a day's walk),

	


	



	RIDS-Nepal Construction staff Bom Bahadur and Govinda surveying the water spring. Does it bring enough water , is it clean ?	Every household from a village has to participate with at least one person in all the manual labor for their system
	


	



	Cutting stones for the reservoir tank, hard work	Learning how to work with cement for the reservoir tank


The peoples' participation through work and sweat ensures ownership of the project by the community and makes it more likely that the system will be maintained in good repair. To further strengthen this likelihood, two people per village are selected for maintenance training that goes alongside the building, and the village community has to agree that they will raise a small monthly amount from each household, so that ongoing maintenance costs will be covered.  This means that the community will be able to maintain their village drinking water system responsibly on a long term basis. How wonderful fresh and pure water. Click here to view the Kholsi Drinking Water Photo Story.



Click on the thumbnails below for more information
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													Copyright Notice

											Any redistribution or reproduction of part or all of the contents in any form is prohibited other than the following:

- You may print or download to a local hard disk extracts for your personal and non-commercial use only
 - You may copy the content to individual third parties for their personal use, but only if you acknowledge the website as the source of the material
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